
 

 

Local Control Accountability 

Parent Advisory Committee 

5/11/2017 

Pending Approval at the First PAC Meeting in 2017-2018 

 

Meeting began at 6:15 pm  

 

1. Welcome and Agenda Review 

2.Public Comment 

● Question: Can you orient us to the genesis for us of putting forward the African American 

position? 

● Answer: Our African American boys, we’re losing them so with a case management 

program really watching the kids, we can see what has been working. We need more 

support for these students or else we will continue to lose them  

● Answer: Something is not working for them in our system 

● Question: Do we know if they are leaving and going to private school ? 

● Answer: Yes they are 

● Question: Would this be a social worker or psychologist? 

● Question: Is this for next school year? 

● Answer: We hope to be ready by the start of next school year, so we will know about the 

grant in June 

● Question: Is the District open to allowing some of the successful organizations into the 

District? 

● Answer: I think these programs are having so much success because It’s more 

personalized, it's little strategies, teacher to student relationships. Everytime I hear about 

these programs they are always focusing on relationships.  Relationships just continued 

to come up 

● Question: How do you create that small micro environment in a huge district? Is it 

possible to create that ? 

● Answer: I think so and I’ve seen it done threw AVID, I’d like to see us go AVID district 

and school wide.  

3.LCAP Recommendations: 

     A. New Actions Recommended for 2017-18 

● Question: Am I reading this right, elective?  Is this all three grades?



  ● Question: When you say the funding will be minimal? Does that mean we will drop down to base level funding? ● Answer: In the first two years the amount of alloc8.45n kept changing and going up. We got more money early, so now the increases will be minimal ● Question: Did you have any information with how the process is g5ing for the classified employee contract? ● Answer: We are working with a lawyer and I h5pe to have the applic8.45n next week  4.Draft PAC comment to Dr.Evans (Mimiôs handout) ● Question: Isn't RTI funded T46re
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